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raven . Bigness, like sntallilcss . lits its own dal /ers.
tur a comnti ics . unlike small outs . have the ohjeutiVc h/tc

'u-t ial
cu-

tial to become ; tItaic•h ic• . "l'ht'ir scientists . ;eld intellectual
in general, may Ile content %with reading only their owi lit-
erature, and being recognized onl by their owN public•.
They can even adtord to (feSl)ise • any publi( other than that
of their own society . If, therefore, for aunt' reason a scieNtific
taut trill deyclup in all large c • ouutry . i t ,\ill he difficult to
rcfnccly it . Stu,ill countries %%ill often be afflicted with the
malady of scientific particularism, but • at least . they will
suffer from it :uld, therefore, be awa is of the need for
remedy . Large countries . uN the other hand, infected by the
stride disease • . slay intellectuall- decline for long decades
without noticing that amis thing is etronig . l'rovii .ces play in
such cases provide a useful counterbalance . Being marginal,
thee may be Tnore infill une to the fads and idiosyncrasies
of the metropolis. and mort' open to influences enGUnating
trous other ccutcrs . The Sca lidiuaviaul countries and Switzer-
land seernn•d to have played such corrective influence for
Gci nial) science at one tinue or another . The Swedish chem-
ist B(-rzelius played an iMportant role in the elimination of
.VaturphilosoI)hic from German science carl - iu the 19th
century, and. a s mentioned b)cfore, many gi-cat innovators
in German science were "mdde" iu Switzerlaund . SiMilar in-
stances occurred in England . Canadian influence scents to
have played a part iu introducing modern methods of clin-
ical research into the somewhat dated structure of British
medicine, and Commonwealth anthropologists have intro-
duced sociological concepts to England which . for a variety
of non-scientific reasons, were rejected by the English scien-
tific community .

Finally, small countries tray usefully develop cnnphases
and specializations neglected in large ones. Lately there
have cnferged scientific projects . such as space exploration .
i n wh sn)all countries have no possibility of participa-
tion . Such projects may. a t least temporarily. divert such a
large number of scientists in certain disciplines to une or
a few types of research that other, perhaps tnore important .
problexi~ayill be neglected . Small countries with limited
financial resources may exploit such a situation by taking up
the neglected problems .
To conclude, the utility of being small and peripheral,

for the small countries themselves, for the metropolis and
for science itself, will hinge on two things : The first is the
realistic recognition that snnall countries can only become
intellectually equal to lane countries by attaching them-
selves to metropoles . They must attempt to become a part
of the large scientific community, and discover what they
can best do within it. It must be clear that there -will only
be a few things at which they can excel . In other affairs .
they must be content with competent mediocrity . But this
latter is certainly plore useful than local idiosyncrasy, or
nationalistic striving for scientific autarchy .

The second condition on which the small country's utility
depends is the necessity for it to preserve its cultural iden-
tity. The recognition of interdependence, even unequal in-
terdependence . i s not to be confused either with self-efface-
ment or apish imitation. These latter states will only lead
to the same result as scientific nationalism, uainely, to
senseless repetition of scientific efforts or pathetic attempts
to excel in those areas « •here one is at a disadvantage, in
the m ntime neglecting one's own real chances .

AL: APPLIED SCIENCE WITHOUT WARRANT
(?iNc_ ut tLe ogee .uti .tl s~iciiev frequently' elle-ter that the

social scirnccs . stitliout license or leave, chatngc behavior in
the process of discovery . This allegation is not handled well
by the advoCates of social sciences .

(ai tics rightly resent countlt •s s statcun•n ts such as the follow .
ue:, found iu tlic Bt.-L. lord Science Sub-Pastel report of the
1'ro .ideut". Science Advisory Committee, "Strengthening the
Behavioral Science,,- (April 20, 19(12!

' "l'he impact of the behanoriatl sciences on our society is far
greater thatit most people realize . At one level they are provid-
ing technical solutions for important human problems . But at
a deeper level they are changing the conception of human
nature-our fundaincut .rl ideas about huMan desires and human
possibilities . \ .'hen such conceptions change, society changes .

"lm the past few generations, many beliefs about such diverse
matters as intelligence, child rearing, delinquency, sex, public
opinion, and the nlauiagenm •nt of organizations have been
greatly i nodifned by the results of filtering scientific fact and
theory through, numerous layers of popularizing translation . . ."

\\'hat social scientists and their justifiers, as here . d o not
fully appreciate is that they are committing a fault that they
often accuse their natural science counterparts of committing,
tb at is, introducing uncontrolled applications of scientific
knowledge into the social systeni . Perhaps this reflects the ulti-
nnatc basic pint er and respect drives of men : for good or evil,
they wish to be known as the catusers of change, the more
massive the butter .

But a strict self-restraint and self-governance, as well as a
respect for logic and the limited meaning of science, should
impel all scientists to recognize that an uncontrolled or careless
application of a pure proposition of science is regrettable, in
every logical sense like the leakage of radioactivity from a
nuclear power installation .

The inert , fact of its application does not justify a scientific
discovery . Nor can one count upon some mysterious gentle
hand assuring benign applications . The above quotation and
hundreds like it can be amended to say : "Social science dis-
coveries about humain relations are multiplying and can be
multiplied further • Applications of social science, like natural
science, are moving ahead willy-nilly and changing our society
and we had better recognize and shape them ." Only then can
it be an acceptable statement .
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